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Demography, finance, and innovative
culture - all these factors have been
facing disruptions in terms of business
and working models across
organisations across the world, leading
to changing the dynamics of the global
economy.

Employment culture 
across the world

The past two years have seen an
increase in the adoption of new
innovations among organisations,
based on changing customer
preferences. Cloud computing, big data
and digitisation have become top
priorities. AI tracking has boomed in
Digital Information and
Communications, Financial Services,
Healthcare, and Transportation sectors.
Big data, Internet of Things and
Robotics have also seen immense
opportunities in industries like mining
and metals, while the government, the
public sector, and many knowledge &
document intense industries have shed
significant light on the need for
blockchain.

In today’s advanced 
employment scene, 
organizations find it 
highly critical to hire the 
right talent. In this light, 
it has become 
imperative for 
individuals to imbibe 
qualities and up-skill, so 
as to make the right 
impact and achieve 
work progression.

Many organizations 
look for technical 
skills in professionals 
owing to the high need 
for digitisation. 
Organizations also look 
for people based in 
various locations that 
possess specialisations 
in various sectors, so 
as to make better use 
of local talent. 
Alongside job functions 
that are important to an 
organisation's activities, 
associations are likely 
to employ talent to fill 
in expert positions that 
facilitate higher profits.
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Cities & Country-wise Demand for Specialist Skills

Australia

Skills related to AI are in high demand in the Australian region. Its top five rising
occupations include artificial intelligence expert, network safety trained,
robotisation trained professionals, robotics specialists and site reliability
architects, thereby highlighting the need for mechanisation and AI skills.

The UK
In the U.K., data protection officials and advanced mechanics engineers are
some of the top employment requirements. Along with tech development, the
UK is likely encountering development in its human-facing support ventures, for
example, customer achievement expert positions.

Canada
Canada has dominated the competition with some of the most employee-
friendly objectives. It has become one of the most famous nations for skilled
migrant labourers, particularly since the execution of the Express Entry program,
which gives a most optimised plan of pathway for work and immigration.

Singapore
As a significant business centre point in Asia, Singapore draws in
immense global speculation and opportunity. Many large companies have
picked Singapore as their headquarters, giving rise to the number of open
positions and work options for individuals, especially those with technology and
software skills.

India
As indicated by McKinsey, India is currently the second-leading digitised
economy in the world. In the meantime, the developing hunger for blockchain
innovation presently makes it home to the world's 6th most prominent number
of blockchain licenses. While tech occupations rule the list, it is likewise
intriguing to see peculiar skills and abilities, for example, account management
and client service become much needed, which highlights the significance of
human interaction at each level of digitisation.

Right across the world, right across the United States, Paris to Grenoble
in France, Berlin to Frankfurt in Germany, The Philippines, Malaysia, Vietnam……
in south-east Asia, through to Brazil and large swathes of Latin America, plus
booming centres in Africa such as Johannesburg, RSA, Lagos, Nigeria,
Nairobi, Kenya, and Accra, Ghana, all are both innovating for local markets, and
offering and searching-for more global talent for rapidly growing startups and
scale-up businesses.
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Here are a some of the abilities companies are hiring for:

Robotic Process Automation Specialist
Robotic process automation specialist (RPA) is the most common way of making
programming robots to computerise manual business processes performed by
people. The job of an RPA specialist is to work with associations to see how
their business can embrace RPA, and what the advantages might be.

Artificial Intelligence Expert
Artificial intelligence experts assist machines with learning, so they can
comprehend their current circumstance and make independent moves to
accomplish objectives, instead of simply absorbing data.

Blockchain Engineer
Blockchain engineers assemble and enhance blockchain conventions and plan
the design of blockchain frameworks utilised in products, for example,
applications and contracts.

Cyber-safety Professional
Cybersecurity experts keep data frameworks secure, fundamentally against
cybercrime which incorporates phishing, refusal-of-service assaults, malware,
viruses, and hacking.

Conclusion
The world is in the beginning phases of development when it comes to sectors
and organizations utilising computerised innovations. There is visible
unevenness as digitisation continues to change how organizations work.

This rapid progression will require organizations to hire individuals with highly
specialist skills, from around the world. Just as much as hiring talent that
possesses these skills is important, it is equally important to employ the right
hiring partners to source the talent. HRTech leaders across Financial Services,
FinTech, Professional Services, and Management Consulting businesses need
to cover organizations’ global needs, and help them access the right pool of
skills and talent world-wide. Companies like Veremark help organizations
conduct background checks globally in more than 180 countries,
and onboard the right talent with the fastest and best experience.
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Successful and safe recruitment is dependent on carrying
out the right checks to not only protect company and
customer interests but also to satisfy compliance. Whether
or not staff are permanent, remote, contract, part-time or
full-time, staff have access to company property and data,
as well as other staff or customers, putting business
security and wellbeing at risk. This is why background
screening is so important.

We are facing a time when companies are in the highest
demand and therefore must maintain high standards.
Veremark are leading providers of local and global
background checks, offering 100% digital, 100% accurate
checks for new and current staff members in all industries
and sectors.

Talk to us today about the benefits of carrying out your
vital pre-employment checks using Veremark’s innovative
and straightforward platform.

Whether you're hiring one candidate or many, ensure safe
hiring with employment checks that are fast, accurate,
secure, and scalable. Every time.



Add simplicity and confidence to your hiring process with Veremark.

Want to know more? 

Reach out to our team for personalised advise by dropping us an email to 
marketing@veremark.com

Or visit
www.veremark.com

Automated Screening. Effective Hiring. Trusted Service.


